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About Us

Development Areas

Services Structure

Services

development of
●

Web/Mobile applications

●

Desktop applications for Windows/MacOS/Linux

●

Highload services

●

Corporate and branch portals

●

Cryptocurrency services

●

Location-based services

●

E-commerce services

●

Machine-learning algorithms

●

Cross-platform integrations

●
●

testing
●

of functions

●

of load

●

of automations

●

of integrations

●

of security

●

of complexity

design of
●

UX/UI

●

Web, interfaces

●

applications for Web/Mobile/Desktop

Messengers and bots

●

3D-modelling and animation

individual IT-solutions

●

corporate style

About
Us

2

20+

50+

offices in Tula
and St. Petersburgh

on regular outsourcing

fulfilled projects

60+

7+years

100+

full time employees

average working experience
of employees

graduates from our own
testing school

technology stack

Numbers and facts

About Us

clients

Clients

About Us

We stand out not due to our
ratings
but due to our achievements
testing division
unique expertise
Our values and completed projects have

We have our own division for testing of

given us unique experience and expertise

IT-systems of any complexity, which

in the development of large-scale,

serves not only our clients and internal

cross-platform IT solutions for 3D/VR/AR,

projects, but is also used by the Russian

Mobile, tracking technologies, blockchain,

largest third-party IT-companies,

cryptocurrencies and E-commerce, secure

corporations and online media.

databases and sport technologies.

Advantages

personal approach
We flexibly adjust to each client’s
requirements: financial, time, technical
and organizational. Up to outsourcing
and outstaff! Business has its own tasks,
and we find and offer adequate solutions
and a professional team.

About Us

Advantages

Only 3 simple values move us
forward.
client

development

flexibility

We can only develop together

Challenges at work and problems

The more complex the goals are, the more

with a client. We appreciate

are a source of growth of our

flexibility you need to show achieving them:

clients with deep and

competencies and of expanding of

ability to agree, planning of the technical and

large-scale ambitions and plans.

our abilities. There are no

organizational parts of the project, usage of

Solving complex and

unsolvable tasks or unattainable

flexible development methodologies,

non-standard goals and tasks of

goals. Any obstacle on the way is

diversification of the team, working in any

the clients, we make each other

the way itself, which must be

time zone, etc.

stronger.

overcome or reasonably
circumvented.

Projects

DoQA

Our Projects

Streamity.org

Streamdesk

IT-projects test
management service

Decentralized swap
in the network
Binance Smart Chain

Blokchain & Cryptocurrency

FATS

BSC.Wallet

STM.Club

Automated QA-testing
platform

Wallet-app
ios/android

Ecosystem that
unifies 8 unique
platforms

Velodrive

STM.Wallet 2.0

TALEX

Online Bicycle
Hypermarket

Wallet-app
ios/android

Talex eLearning

Freezio
Mobile app

Yandex
Services testing

platform

Projects

Streamity.org
Decentralized swap in the network Binance Smart Chain
Streamity SWAP - a decentralized protocol for liquidity depositing and an
exchange. This technology is a fresh and popular case for making money in the
cryptocurrency market.

Backend:
no DB, no Backend

Blockchain:
Solidity

Client:
ReactJS

Development terms:

Team:

1,5 - 2 months

3 people

Streamity.org

Projects

Implemented tasks:

Interface, that meets all the requirements of UX/UI, has been developed.
Landing, that unifies all the additional resources of the ecosystem, has
been implemented.
DeFi-platform based on Uniswap technology, that allows you to exchange
cryptocurrency and have passive income in the network Binance Smart Chain,
has been created.
Ability to exchange BEP-20 tokens, create your own liquidity pool on DeFi
and earn extra money by staking has been implemented.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing.

Streamity.org

Projects

Streamdesfi
Streamdesk — a unique decentralized* P2P cryptocurrency to fiat exchanger with a
loyalty program that uses smart-contracts
and API of payment systems to exchange cryptocurrencies with minimal commissions
between users directly!

* The exchanger is safe as it does not store users’ cryptocurrency and traditional
money on its servers, it does not have access to wallets, it does not store private
keys and users’ passwords.

Technology stack:
PHP, Symfony, NodeJS, Angular 6, Solidity, C# +NEO framework, SPA,
REST API, WS, MySQL (cluster), TeamCity, Docker, balancing.

Development terms:

Team:

6 months

6–10 people

Streamdesk.io

Projects

Implemented tasks:
The code got from the previous team has been analyzed and refactored.
Own Bitcoin node has been deployed and is maintaining. Integration with leading
payment systems has been carried out.
Integration with major cryptocurrencies has been carried out.
Integration and support of the own STM token has been carried out.
Smart-contracts for blockchain-networks Ethereum, NEO have been developed.
Telegram-bot, that allows to use all system functions, has been developed.
Comprehensive testing has been carried out.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing.

Streamdesk.io

Projects

Mobile app
BSC.Wallet
Wallet – mobile app. iOS/Android wallet for storing, sending and receiving popular Binance
Smart Chain cryptocurrencies.

Backend:
NodeJS, Nestjs, typeorm, ethers, web3, mongoose, redis, mongoDB, mysql.

Mobile client:
Dart, flutter, mobx, rxdart, web3dart, bip32, bitcoin_flutter, bip39,
webview_flutter, Json_annotation.

Development terms:

Team:

4 months

5 people

BSC.Wallet

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Interface, that meets all the requirements of UX/UI, has been developed.

Cross-platform mobile solution has been implemented.

Integration with Blockchain-networks Bitcoin, Ethereum and customization of libraries liable for
interaction with Blockchain has been carried out.
Function of storing and managing of the internal token of STM ecosystem has been
developed and implemented.
Decentralized data storage system of crypto wallets has been implemented. All private
information is stored only locally.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing.

BSC.Wallet

Projects

TALEX
The project inspired by the principle of "lifelong learning" has appeared to
bring together experts and students in one place and to create a community
of people connected by an endless thirst for knowledge.
Talex eLearning platform allows you to try on a role of an expert, a student,
or to act in both roles at the same time. In addition to training, you can
create your own course and earn money on it.

Technology stack:
PHP/Laravel, VueJS, smart contracts, Solidity, Ethers js.

Development terms:

Team:

3,5 months

6 people

TALEX

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Interface, that meets all the requirements of UX/UI, has been developed.
Opportunity to act as both a student and an expert has been implemented.
We have made it possible for users to create and promote their own courses.
Function of earning on the sales of courses without reference to cryptocurrencies has been
included. An extended line of lesson formats has been made. There are both online lessons
and webinars, as well as offline events on the platform.
Gamification to increase engagement and motivation has been implemented. Users
receive points for courses and they can compete with each other. Additionally, we have
created a bonus program where you can receive points and purchase courses using
them. We have created a marketing program where users can earn money by inviting
friends.
Convenient search of courses with filtering by various parameters has been made.
Text editor of the articles with different text formatting options has been made. Our own
webinar room for online classes has been added and it has been integrated with all popular
payment systems and cryptocurrencies.
The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

TALEX

Projects

STM.Сlub – a developing ecosystem that promotes
blockchain technologies and unites participants of the
cryptocurrency market.

STM does not store users’ cryptocurrency, fiat and information
about them, access to wallets, as well as private keys and
passwords.

Decentralization is the key
principle of the project!

STM

Projects

One Ecosystem Centre–
STM.Сlub
STM.Club ecosystem unites services created to support
and develop, with the help of white MLM, the marketing of ecosystem services,
as well as the availability of blockchain technology and the spread of the idea of
the "decentralized world".

Technology stack:
PHP, Laravel, NodeJS, Vue, Solidity, SPA, REST API, WS, MySQL
(cluster), TeamCity, Docker, balancing.

Development terms:

Team:

Launch MVP - 4 months. All functions
implementation - 3 months. 8000+ working
hours.

8–10 people

STM

Projects

Implemented tasks:

Corporate identity, brand book, souvenir symbols and design of the service itself
have been developed.
Unified system of authorization and registration of partners and users for all services has
been implemented. All services are integrated into one single system.
One personal account has been developed for partners and ecosystem participants.
One tariff system and a loyalty program for users of all ecosystem products and
services have been developed and implemented.
A complex and unique system for distributing active and passive bonuses to partners and
members of the club has been developed and implemented.
Smart-contracts have been developed to receive and pay premiums, bonuses
and rewards to club members. After the successful launch of the project on the
market, it was transferred by the Client to the new owners and at the moment
the project exists under the Wise Win brand.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

STM

Projects

Mobile app
STM.Wallet 1.0
Wallet - mobile app. This is an iOS/Android wallet for storing, sending and receiving popular
cryptocurrencies. This wallet is the previous version of STM.Wallet 2.0 and its first version
was created in ionic and typescript.

Backend:
NodeJS, nestjs, typeorm, ethers и web3, mongoose, redis, mysql,
mongod.

Mobile client:
Typescript, ReactJS, Ionic, redux, redux-saga, capacitor, bitcoin.js, bip32.js,
ether.js, web3.js.

Development terms:

Team:

3,5 months

6 people

STM.Wallet 1.0

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Interface, that meets all the requirements of UX/UI, has been developed.
Cross-platform mobile solution has been implemented.

Integration with Blockchain-networks Bitcoin, Ethereum and customization of libraries liable for
interaction with Blockchain has been carried out.
Function of storing and managing of the internal token of STM ecosystem has been developed and
implemented.
Decentralized data storage system of crypto wallets has been implemented. All private information is
stored only locally.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

STM.Wallet 1.0

Projects

Mobile app
STM.Wallet 2.0
A decentralized iOS/Android wallet application for storing, sending, receiving and exchanging of the most popular
cryptocurrencies between each other and for fiat money. This project is currently published under the name
WIN.Wallet and it is an improved and expanded version of its previous version STM.Wallet 1.0. We have updated
the design and upgraded functions to a new level. This mobile wallet is written on a modern flutter/dart stack.

Backend:
NodeJS, Nestjs, typeorm, ethers, web3, mongoose, redis.

Mobile client:
Dart, flutter, mobx, rxdart, web3dart, bip32, bitcoin_flutter, bip39, webview_flutter.

Development terms:

Team:

4 months

6 people

STM.Wallet 2.0

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Interface, that meets all the requirements of UX/UI, has been developed.
Cross-platform mobile solution has been implemented.
Integration with Blockchain-networks Bitcoin, Ethereum and customization of libraries liable for
interaction with Blockchain has been carried out.
Function of storing and managing of the internal token of STM ecosystem has been developed
and implemented.
Decentralized data storage system of crypto wallets has been implemented. All private information
is stored only locally.
Support for ERC-20 tokens has been implemented. Tokens will be automatically added to your
Ethereum wallet and you can send and receive them.
Ability to send transactions to the Ethereum network without waiting for
"mining" of the previous transaction.
The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

STM.Wallet 2.0

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Exchange rates section has been added. Ability to interact with the application without
registration has been implemented.
Ability to search users' wallets via email to send currency without having to enter a wallet
number has been added.
Storage of the mnemonic phrase inside the wallet, so it is possible to view it inside the wallet at any
time has been implemented.
Increased security level: if it is impossible to restore your access code in the application, you can
use all wallets without entering the application.
Transaction log function for each wallet has been implemented. Wallet import by private key has been
added..
Cryptocurrency exchange function has been implemented and the BTC, STM, USDT, ETH currency pairs
have been added. Exchange of fiat money for cryptocurrencies has been implemented. Popular payment
systems have been introduced.
After the successful launch of the project on the market, it was transferred by the Client to the
new owners and at the moment the project exists under the Win Wallet brand.
The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

STM.Wallet 2.0

Projects

Also as part of the development and
promotion of the STM.Сlub ecosystem
other services are implemented:
Educational decentralized marketplace for fast and
qualified education for STM tokens.

Online-store for the sale of club
branded goods for cryptocurrency
and STM tokens.

After the successful launch of the projects on the market, they were transferred by
the Client to the new owners and at the moment the projects exist under the brand
name University Wise Win and Store Wise Win.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

STM services

Projects

Cooperation with Yandex
Yandex is No. 1 Russian search engine and the largest IT holding in Russia.

As part of the cooperation, manual and comprehensive automated functional testing of
the company's key services have been carried out.

Cooperation terms:

2,5+

years

Cooperation with Yandex

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Within shortest time, a continuous process of comprehensive functional testing of Yandex
products and services and full implementation of specialists into the customer's processes
and team have been established.

Based on this cooperation, an own center for specialized training and retraining of test
engineers has been created and successfully implemented.

List of tested services:
Yandex.Browser

Yandex.Drive

Yandex.Maps

Yandex.Zen

Yandex.Navigator

Yandex.Metro

Yandex.Transport

Yandex.OFD

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

Cooperation with Yandex

Projects

Online bicycle store
Velodrive
The largest online hypermarket in Russia selling bicycles and accessories with
18,000+ items and more than 1 million views per month. The task was to
launch a new version of the online store by the 2019 sales season. The
customer came to us after numerous and unsuccessful attempts to launch a
new version of the store with other teams. It was required to bring the
template to the release state in 3–4 months, followed by further refinement of
the functions and code refactoring.

Technology stack:

Team:

Bitrix, PHP, Vue, JS, HTML, CSS.

4–8 people

Velodrive.ru

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Technical analysis of the critical places of the template has been fulfilled.
Technical infrastructure of the project has been set up, including source code version control
(Git), test platforms for developers, a change testing system and a release cycle for uploading
changes has been built.
Flexible project management methodologies have been introduced, a system of control and task
setting has been established.
Deep refactoring of critical functions has been carried out.
Loading speed of the key pages of the site has been optimized.
Mobile adaptive has been launched, more than 50% of traffic from mobile devices.
Synchronization of goods and balances with the customer's 1C has been optimized and
accelerated.
The new site has been launched in parallel with the existing one, while the seo-infrastructure
has been completely transferred.
New pages and functions have been added. Regional seo-optimization,
region-dependency of residues and multi-site have been set up.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

Online-store Velodrive

Projects

Mobile app
Freezio
Freezio is the company's own development. This is a mobile application for professional
figure skating training. It is an informative and 3D animated mobile guide for skaters to
learn the technique of performing jump elements from any angle of view, at any scale, etc.

рейтинг App Store 5,0

рейтинг Google Play 4,9

Technology stack:

Team:

С#, Unity3D, Java, Python, ML, Autodesk Maya,
motion capture, matlab.

8 people

Freezio

Projects

1st part of the project is implemented – 3D-manual:
Now, on the one hand, the mobile application is a training program with a large amount of
information on figure skating, which contributes to the study of aspects of complex elements.
On the other hand, Freezio contains a database of animated 3D-models of the corresponding
sports elements with the ability to work with them from different angles and scales, rotate
around their axis, change the viewing angle, toolbar, etc.

2nd part of the project is in progress– Freezio.Move:
Freezio.Move is a software and hardware system that allows due to using of artificial vision
technologies, pose estimation and neural networks, through photo and video shooting of the
student's performance of sports elements, to analyze easily and compare in detail the
deviation of the elements performance from the reference ones, taking into account the
physical characteristics of the student.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

Freezio

Projects

Automated QA-testing
platform Fats
Fats is a partner Russian-Chinese project. Together with the Chinese company NKL
System a platform for automated QA-testing of the assembly quality of smartphones,
tablets, IOT-devices and other electronic products in real time on the production line
has been created.

Technology stack:
Java, python+django, angular, kotlin,
html, css, js.

Team:
3–6 people

FATS.AI

Projects

Implemented tasks:
Mobile application for Android devices has been implemented, which allows you to
perform more than 40 different tests.
A flexibly customizable server part has been implemented, which allows deploying of the
application in any clouds on the customer's server capacities.
A convenient web-interface has been implemented to view test results with their
analytics system.
The idea of FATS has been adapted to be used in service centers and when buying
smartphones via the trade-in system.
A flexible application architecture has been implemented that allows you to customize the
product to customer’s any need.
FATS.AI can be installed on the client's own server or accessed from our cloud and is
perfectly integrated with any ERP and CRM system.
At the stage of approbation – system of automatic detection of defects in displays using
Computer Vision.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

FATS.AI

Projects

IT-projects test
management service
DoQA
DoQA is a powerful tool to increase the efficiency of your company's QA department by
structuring and simplifying its work. Creating our own test management service became a
necessity for us, since the TMS solutions presented on the market did not satisfy US entirely
because of inconvenience and impracticality.

Technology stack:
Go, Angular 2+ (to be added)

Development terms:

Team:

6 months

8 people

DoQA

Projects

Key project features:
Pleasant and unloaded UI that allows you not to lose concentration during long
work.
A simple and understandable UX that saves you time and effort by properly structuring all
the components of the system, creating test cases, checklists, common steps for various
projects, etc.
Your personal document repository. Customizable choice of work style for a specific
team.

Implemented tasks:
Market and target audience analysis has been conducted. The business logic of the
product is described. A prototype has been developed. A design, that meets all the
requirements, of UX/UI has been developed. The back-end core has been
implemented. Front-end architecture has been implemented. The project is at the
MVP development stage.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

DoQA

Projects

3Logic configurator
3Logic is a major distributor of computer components, servers, ODM
products and gaming PCs in Russia and the CIS countries. It was
required to develop a web service "Online PC and Server Configurator"
for internal use by the company employees.

Technology stack:
Vue.js, PHP Laravel, MariaDB, RESTApi, Redis, SPA.

Development terms:
6 months

Team:
8 people

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

3LOGIC configurator

Projects

Main service functions:
Compatibility setting. Setting of the rules and dependencies
of PC components and servers.
Configurations creation. Formation of basic configurations of
PCs and servers based on the set rules.
Order of configurations. Implementation of the order of
prepared configurations, management of the order.
Offer preparation. Use of basic configurations for prompt preparation
of offers for the end customers.

The data is current as of the beginning of 2021. The project is actively developing

3LOGIC configurator

Contacts

Thank you for your attention!
8-800-707-51-09
office@ittest-team.ru
Likyorka Loft Business centre
300012, Тula, Lenin avenue, 85, bld. 5, office 216

LIGHTHOUSE Business centre
197101, St. Petersburg, Pevcheskiy lane, 12, liter А, B, office 304, 3 floor

We are always glad to see you in our office!

